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Sending A Message
CHIEFS OF Airtel, Idea 
Cellular and Vodafone 
and COAI director-general 
met Telecom Minister 
Manoj Sinha and Telecom
Secretary JS Deepak

SINHA SAID interconnect 
usage charge is the remit 
of Trai, telcos must send 
concerns as responses to 
consultation paper

Minister and secretary
expressed ‘displeasure’ 
over public spat with Trai

DEEPAK TOLD
telcos their public 
accusations are 
‘unacceptable’

TELCOS SHOULD
have taken up the 
matter with depart-
ment of telecom 
before going public

MINISTER AND
secretary said 
problems between 
Jio and COAI will
be looked into

“The COAI delegation 
came to meet me and 

they have expressed some 
concerns. I told them that 
govt does not work with 
bias... Our work is not to stop 
anyone or allow anyone... For 
us, consumer is prime most.”

MANOJ SINHA
Telecom
Minister 

Irom and Side Effects of Hunger Protest
Hunger strikes are great for dramatic effect, but they rarely bring desired result to participants

Vikram.Doctor@timesgroup.com

Mumbai: A hunger strike can be a political
protest, as was the case with the 16-year-
long one that Irom Sharmila ended this
week. It can be a tool to fight for prisoners’
rights, as in Guantanamo or Northern
Ireland.

It can be part of a national struggle, such
as Mahatma Gandhi’s tactical hunger
strikes, or a regional struggle, seen in Potti
Sreeramulu’s sacrifice, dying for a Telugu-
speaking state. A hunger strike can be seen
as a cynical political gesture, such as the
ones displayed by political leaders in one-
day or relay hunger strikes.

A hunger strike can be used to fight for
civil rights, as the suffragettes did, battling
the British state for women’s right to
vote. It can be used by refugees hoping
for basic human rights, as seen in the
agonizing battles in Australia
where some have literally sewn
their mouths shut. It can even be
used in personal disputes, by a wife
protesting a husband’s infidelities,
or by a teenager angry at being
grounded. But only in New Delhi’s
Lajpat Nagar could Hunger Strike be
the name of a fast-food restaurant. 

Sharmila certainly seemed to be experi-

encing queasy consequences to the formal
end to her fast. There was the ire of some
supporters who preferred her in a starving
state, threats from Manipuri militants who
accused her of selling out to the Indian
state and possible family resistance to her
plans to get married. Even the first food she
tasted in 16 years, a drop of honey, seemed
hard to take, from her almost repulsed
reaction in the video. Was this what the end
of a hunger strike felt like?

“Hunger is a form of communication,”
writes Sharman Apt Russell in “Hunger:
An Unnatural History”. “When we fast for
health we are having a conversation with
the body.” But hunger strikes, she notes, are
different. “Almost always they are loud and
public, like a messy family argument the
whole neighbourhood can hear.”

Hunger strikes are attention grabbing –
food absorbs us all so much, that willed
refusal disturbs us. And unlike immolation,
where the horror is instant, with a hunger
strike the protest is prolonged, over ago-
nizing days, weeks, years. We cannot look
away. For 16 years, the Indian state tried to

silence Sharmila, yet that image re-
mained indelible, of a face distraught,

yet defiant, with that telltale tube
snaking through her nose.

Paradox of Force-feeding Protestors��8
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SBI Q1Net Dips 32% to .̀ 2,521cr, but
Shares up 7% on Improved Show
State Bank of India topped market expectations
for the first quarter despite a 32% plunge in net
profit to .̀ 2,521crore. But its shares rose on the
back of improved operating performance.
Markets: Beating Volatility��10
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Retail Inflation Hits Two-year High
in July on Higher Food Prices
India’s retail inflation rose more than expected
to touch a two-year high of 6.07% in July on the
back of higher food prices, crossing the maxi-
mum limit set by the government for consumer
inflation earlier this month. 
Economy: Macro, Micro & More ��15

Can algorithms really help IT companies
stave off talent drain?

www.economictimes.com

Will 1% cess to let diesel SUVs run in Delhi
make the city’s air less lethal?
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Mumbai: Leading brokerages
expressed concern on Friday
over the Aditya Birla Group
corporate restructuring plan
but shares of two main compa-
nies at the centre of the rejig en-
joyed contrasting fortunes.

Shares of Aditya Birla Nuvo
suffered a sharp fall but Grasim
investors enjoyed a reprieve af-
ter two days of losses with sha-
res of the company recovering
from an over-7% fall during the
day to end slightly higher.

On Thursday evening, the AB
Group announced that AB Nuvo
would be merged with Grasim
to create a giant conglomerate
with sales of over $10 billion.

The financial services busi-
ness, which was owned by Nu-
vo, would be spun off and listed
separately after the completion
of the merger, with Grasim sha-
reholders holding a bigger por-
tion of the business.

AB Nuvo ended down 17.6% at
`̀1,290.15 after falling as much as
24.6% intraday as investors ex-
pressed disappointment over
losing out on full benefits of the
financial services demerger.
Grasim recovered to end up
0.6% at `̀4,565 as bargain hun-

ters came into play after two da-
ys of losses for the stock.

Leading brokerages criticised
the restructuring plan propo-
sed by AB Group as too complex
with some downgrading Gra-
sim and cutting price targets.
Citigroup downgraded Grasim
to ‘neutral’ saying the merger
would blur investors’ percep-
tion about the company’s core
business and widen the holding
company discount.

HSBC also downgraded Gra-
sim, to ‘hold’ from ‘buy’, saying
the merger will remain an over-
hang on the stock and raise

complexity with addition of
non-core businesses. The bank
lowered the target price to
.̀ 4,520 from .̀ 5,140 after increa-
sing the conglomerate discount.

CLSA said its rating on Gra-
sim is under review and high-
lighted that the transaction
adds to the confusion and would
create a complex conglomerate
with multiple businesses with
no commonality. It would take
serious persuasion by the ma-
nagement to win minority con-
fidence, CLSA said.

Losses Prompted Grasim Recovery��8

Contrasting Fortunes
for Grasim, Nuvo Stocks

MIXED BAG Day after announcement of merger, AB Nuvo slips 18%
while Grasim logs modest gains after two days of hammering

Vishal.Dutta@timesgroup.com

Ahmedabad: Hyperloop Trans-
portation Technologies, a US star-
tup which is hoping to revolution-
ise travel based on a concept cham-
pioned by Elon Musk, is looking to
India as one of its first target mar-
kets and as a source of technology
talent, according to senior compa-
ny executives.

HTT, which is based on the idea
of mass collaboration and crowd-
sourcing, will open conversations
with government authorities to
begin assessing opportunities for
bringing Hyperloop to India, Joel
Michael, the chief global oper-
ations director of the Los Angeles-
based company told ET by email.

“Imagine Chennai to Bengaluru
in less than 30 minutes for a frac-
tion of the cost of air travel today,”
said Michael, who along with HTT
Chief Operating Officer Bibop
Gresta, will travel to Indore next
week to attend the i5 Summit.

Looking for Collaborators in India��8

High-speed Travel 
Startup Keen to
Take India in Loop

The aviation ministry has decided to launch a website
where passengers will be able to register their grievances,
which will be forwarded to the airlines. It will be managed

by a cell comprising people from the ministry, AAI, Air India and the
Directorate General of Civil Aviation, reports Mihir Mishra . ��5

Forum for Air Travellers Soon
INITIATIVE TO ADDRESS GRIEVANCES

Ready To Bite 
The Bullet 

THE HYPERLOOP — high-speed 
travel in pods inside a partial 
vacuum tube — is the brainchild 
of Tesla founder Elon Musk, who 
open-sourced the basic design in 
2013 in the form of a white paper

HYPERLOOP TRANSPORTATION
Technologies (HTT) and Hyperloop 
One have been working on this 
technology

HTT IS BUILDING A FIVE-MILE
(8 km) test track in Quay Valley, 
California which it expects to 
open in early 2019

The company expects top 
speed of 1,200 km per hour

Over a distance of 500 km, 
it is aiming for ticket price 
under $30 (`2,000)

HTT, which relies on mass 
collaboration and crowd-
sourcing, has a team of over 
500 who are rewarded in the 
form of stock options

SC Allows Big
Diesel Car Sales,
Slaps 1% Levy
Govt challenges
court’s power to levy
taxes; car cos want
definitive assurance 

“Let things move. Pollution
seems to be within range,” Tha-
kur observed. Amicus curiae
Harish Salve contested this, say-
ing that the effects “will only be
known in winter”. He also in-
sisted that the charge be made
applicable to all diesel vehicles.

Diesel Cars Taxed Enough: Govt��8

Samanwaya Rautray & 
Sharmistha Mukherjee

New Delhi: The Supreme Court
eased a ban on the registration
of diesel cars and utility vehi-
cles with engines of 2000 cc ca-
pacity and above with the obser-
vation that air pollution in the
Capital seemed to be under con-
trol, pending a final decision on
the matter. In return, automak-
ers will have to pay a 1% envi-
ronment protection charge on
each vehicle registered in Delhi-
National Capital Region. 

The charge, to be levied on the
ex-showroom price that ex-
cludes local levies and insur-
ance, may be raised or lowered
after the court takes a call on
whether it should be imposed at
all. The move was greeted with
guarded optimism by vehicle
makers looking for a more de-
finitive assurance on the policy
to guide investment decisions.

The bench comprising Chief
Justice TS Thakur and Justices
AK Sikri and R Banumathi re-
laxed the ban in place since De-
cember 16, 2015, after luxury car-
makers such as Mercedes-Benz
and Toyota voluntarily offered
to pay a charge rather than have
a complete ban on registration.

DELHI POLLUTION WITHIN RANGE: COURT

Anandita.Mankotia
@timesgroup.com

New Delhi: The government so-
ught to call a truce on the battle ra-
ging in the telecom industry, chi-
ding India’s biggest phone compa-
nies for taking public their dispute
with the Telecom Regulatory Aut-
hority of India (Trai) — having cal-
led it biased among other things —
while assuring them that it did not
favour any operator.

“Telcos were told that they sho-
uld have first come to the depart-
ment (of telecommunications) if
they had any issues with the regu-
lator instead of publicly making
any allegations against it,” a per-

son with knowledge of the conver-
sation told ET.

The message was conveyed at a
Friday morning
meeting held by Te-
lecom Minister
Manoj Sinha and
Telecom Secretary
JS Deepak with
Bharti Airtel Chief
Executive Officer
Gopal Vittal, Idea
Cellular Managing
Director Himans-
hu Kapania, Voda-
fone India CEO Su-
nil Sood and Rajan

Mathews, director-general of lob-
by group Cellular Operators Asso-
ciation of India (COAI).

“The COAI delegation came to me-
et me and they have expressed so-
me concerns,” Sinha told reporters
after the meeting. “I told them that
government does not work with bi-
as... Our work is not to stop anyone
or allow anyone... For us, consumer
is prime most.”

Deepak and Sinha are said to have
also told the telcos that launching a
public tirade against the regulator
was unacceptable.

Sinha told the operators that the
interconnect usage charge (IUC)
paper — the trigger for the telcos’ ti-
rade against Trai — was part of the
regulator’s remit and any concerns
had to be addressed to the regulator.

Define Trial Period Parameters: COAI��8

Telcos Rapped for Voicing Displeasure with Trai

COAI said Jio
had launched
4G services in
guise of tests.
Jio meanwhile
said cos were
not giving it
sufficient
interconnect
points, leading
to call failure 

Telecom min & secy say problems between Jio and COAI will be looked into; insist cos should have approached DoT on grievances against Trai

Several Indian compa-
nies have begun dis-
cussions with their IT
vendors and tax ad-
visors to upgrade their
systems to enable track-
ing of goods and analysis
of tax and other cost
implications once the
goods and services tax
regime comes into force,
report Sachin Dave &
Devina Sengupta. ��5

Cos Getting
Ready for
GST Rollout

Our Bureau

Mumbai: A consortium of inves-
tors led by Goldman Sachs Inc has
agreed to invest $220 million in Es-
sel Highways, the road infrastruc-
ture holding company of Subhash
Chandra-controlled Essel Group,
through a structured debt trans-
action in one of the biggest fund-
raising exercises in the sector.

Goldman, the lead investor, has
already paid an initial $85 million,
athird of the total, in exchange for
debentures. Other financial insti-
tutions and investors will be in-
vesting the remaining portion af-
ter corporate milestones are achi-
eved. The funds will be used to fi-

nance new projects and strategic
acquisitions, the company said in
a statement on Friday.
ET reported on June 21that Gold-

man was in advanced talks for a
$200-250 million deal with Essel

Group in its road
subsidiary.

With assets valu-
ed at nearly $2 bil-
lion, the company
has a road develop-
ment portfolio of
14 projects, 10 of

which are operational, equalling
over 4,400 lane km across six states.
The firm has an order book of close
to .̀11,000 crore, its website showed.

Essel Infra Raised $132 m in March��8

Goldman Sachs-led Consortium to
Invest $220 m in Essel Highways
Investment via structured debt deal to be one of the biggest in sector

Investment
momentum
has increased
in roads in past
few months 

Road To Funds

OPERATIONAL
2 national highways,
8 state highways

UNDER CONSTRUCTION
3 national highways, 1 state 
highway

ORDER BOOK: `11,000 crore

Order pipeline & execution picking 
up in road sector, says Jefferies

AT 4.7 MILLION KM, India has the 
world’s second-largest road network

Essel Highways has 14 road 

assets: 10 operational, 

4 under construction

Chief Justice of India TS Thakur said the govern-
ment should quit stalling judicial appointments or
face the prospect of Supreme Court intervention.
“Don’t force us to intervene judicially. The system
can’t be brought to a grinding halt,” he said, asking
Attorney-General Mukul Rohatgi to help break the
“logjam” and “do whatever is proper”, reports
Samanwaya Rautray.��PAGE 3

Judicial Appointment Delays Irk CJI
ATTORNEY-GENERAL ASKED TO HELP BREAK ‘LOGJAM’

Back on Road
SC LIFTS ban on sale of diesel 
vehicles with 2000 cc engine & 
above in NCR, which is in place 
since December 16, 2015

IN RETURN, carmakers will
have to pay 1% environ-
ment compensation charge

SC DIRECTIVE comes after car-
makers such as Mercedes Benz 
and Toyota voluntarily offered 
to pay a fee rather than have a 
complete ban on registration

TOYOTA, WHICH has put on hold 
fresh investments & introduction 
of Daihatsu and Lexus brands, 
says there will be no immediate 
review of these decisions

MARUTI SUZUKI Chairman RC 
Bhargava expects the decision to 
restore some parity in the sales of 
petrol and diesel vehicles, which 
had sharply veered toward the 
former in recent months

WHAT CARMAKERS SAY

The court will examine 
later whether it is fine for it to 
impose a financial burden, & 
whether it should be more or less

Kashmir: FM
Cautions About
IS Minefield

At an all-party meeting on
Kashmir, the PM affirmed the
Centre’s resolve to not take
Pak’s meddling lying down
while the FM voiced concern
about religious extremism
riding on pro-IS sentiments in
parts of the state, reports
Ravish Tiwari.��2

As Hopes Sink,
Hunt for AN32
Scaled Down

India has scaled down its
largest maritime search as
chances diminish of finding
the missing AN32 transport
plane in the Bay of Bengal,
reports Manu Pubby.��3

PURE POLITICS

Saturday Special

Hyperloop tech co HTT
looking to India as one
of its first markets and
a source of tech talent

WORST OVER: Some experts say the Grasim stock may move up 3-4% 
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